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Abstract: The need to adapt to climate change brings about moral concerns that according to ‘eco-
centric’ critiques cannot be resolved by modernist ethics, as this takes humans as the only beings
capable of intentionality and rationality. However, if intentionality and rationality are reconsidered
as ‘counterfactual hypotheses’ it becomes possible to align modernist ethics with the eco-centric
approaches. These counterfactual hypotheses guide the development of institutions, so as to allow
the pursuit of a ‘good life’. This mean that society should be organized as if humans are intentional
and, following Habermas’s idea of ‘communicative rationality’, as if humans are capable of collective
deliberation. Given the ecological challenges, the question becomes how to give ecological concerns a
voice in deliberative processes.
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1. Introduction

The changing climate brings about a range of processes of which the severity becomes
increasingly clear. The IPCC speaks of disasters like droughts and floods, land degradation,
the loss of biodiversity, and so on, all taking place now or in the short term [1]. This calls
for firm actions to cope with these consequences of anthropogenic climate change. Most
typically these actions to adapt to changing ecological circumstances are framed in technical
terms such as ‘systems’ or ‘resilience’. As these terms reveal, climate adaptation measures
are usually taken to involve the instrumental manipulation of given parameters. However,
these measures also raise ethical questions. Think for instance of the people that need to
be dislocated, or that are confronted with new projects like dams or storm surge barriers,
or think about those people that have to pay for such adaptation measures [2,3]. In all
of these cases, certain people are disadvantaged by these measures and projects, which
are issues that inevitably raise questions about the justice and fairness of the distribution
between benefits and advantages [4]. It also needs to be established who is responsible for
the implementation of these measures. The complication in the realm of climate adaptation
is that climate change and its effects pertain to temporal and spatial scales that are not
covered by existing institutional settings. For instance, a river may cross different national
boundaries, and interventions (or lack thereof) in one state may have effects in another [5,6].
As climate adaptation measures affect the lives of people, they also bring about questions
related to their ethical and democratic acceptability [7,8]. Have the people that are affected by
these measures been able to consent to them? Have people had the opportunity to forward
their viewpoints, their worries, and their concerns?

Ethical questions related to climate adaptation deal with problems that emerge after
the occurrence of environmental change and the depletion of natural resources [9]. This de-
mands the development of alternative approaches that can be added to existing approaches
in environmental and climate ethics. A starting point in this is to return to general ap-
proaches in academic ethics, as this has developed categorizations and methods to address
questions about justice, responsibility, and acceptability. This dominant approach in ethics
is to establish evaluative yardsticks to decide upon the goodness of actions, situations,
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and developments. It proves to be difficult, however, to use existing theories to address
moral questions that are related to climate change [10]. Two reasons for this difficulty are
that these questions are subject to many moral uncertainties [11], and that the categories,
frameworks, and theories that are provided by ethics mostly focus on human action and
interaction [12]. From David Hume and Immanuel Kant onwards, modernist ethics has
been developed as an anthropocentric discipline in which it is taken to be a truism that
only humans can be moral or immoral, while the rest of nature is just a-moral. As such,
modernist ethics is typically a branch of study that endorses exceptionalism: humans are
separated from the rest of nature [13–15]. In recent years, questions about how to account
for non-human living beings, such as animals and ecosystems, have been raised [16–18],
but these have yet to be applied to the challenge of climate change adaptation.

The question tackled in this article is how to overcome the bias of human exceptional-
ism in the ethical appraisal of climate-adaptation measures. In answering this question,
I will use insights from different disciplinary angles, such as environmental ethics, STS,
political theory, and sociology. In the next section, I will outline the work of Donna Har-
away and Bruno Latour as the starting point for critique of the anthropocentric bias. The
core of this critique is that we need to acknowledge that humans are not separated from
nature [19], instead, people form symbiotic networks with nature in which natural entities
also have the capacity for agency [20]. Although it is often not acknowledged, I will show
in section three that there are lines of thought in modern philosophy and ethics that allow
the integration of this challenge to human exceptionalism. I will assemble these lines of
thought with the notion of ‘the good life’, which I understand as the way in which modern
society is deliberately shaped by the establishment of institutions that: (1) are based on
moral hypotheses about what humans are, ought to be, or could be; (2) allow the further
substantiation of these moral hypotheses in institutional re-design. In this I will follow
Jürgen Habermas’s account of ‘communicative rationality’, which holds that the capacity
of language is crucial, as it allows humans to speak out who they are, what they want, and
why they have made certain actions in deliberative processes. To address the eco-centric
challenge, it is necessary to think about ways in which we can re-design institutions so to
give a voice to nature.

2. The Eco-Centric Challenge

Modern philosophy has always been subjected to the critique that it denies the intrinsic
connection of humans with nature [21–23]. The current ecological crises give further
credence to this critique. To many authors and activists, the dogma of exceptionalism is
seen as the root of the ecological crisis of climate change. The ‘deep ecology’ movement,
for instance, aims to replace an anthropocentric outlook with an ‘eco-centric’ outlook that
assumes that both human and non-human life has intrinsic value irrespective of the values
humans impose on nature [24,25]. According to this philosophy, it is the instrumental
use of non-human life that has led to the negligence and eventually the destruction of
ecosystems. As such, modernist ethics may not be the most suitable point of entrance to
consider the ethics of climate adaptation: this ethics is part of the problem, and as such
cannot and should not be part of the solution. From an eco-centric point of view, it is
hubris to restrict ethics to humans. Instead, ethics should acknowledge the fundamental
embedment of humans in nature. Our moral considerations should be built on the fact that
we are symbiotic with our microbiomes and our ecological environment, and all of our
actions have an effect on this intrinsic fabric of life [26].

I will here explore the eco-centric challenge by looking at the work of Donna Haraway
and Bruno Latour. These authors may not be direct representatives of the deep ecology
philosophy, but come from science and technology studies (STS) and have disputed the
anthropomorphism that characterises common understandings of human-technology inter-
action, by claiming that things and machines are not separated from us, but that we have a
reciprocal relation with them [27,28]. Especially in their more recent work, both authors
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identify a similar pattern in the relation between human and non-human life that gives the
eco-centric challenge a thorough ontological grounding.

The motivation to focus on authors originating from STS emerges from the character
of climate adaptation policies, which tend to rely quite heavily on science and technol-
ogy, while these policies have a direct impact on nature as well. As such, the relation
between policies, technology, and nature is central in the development of climate adap-
tation ethics [29]. However, by focussing on two authors only, it is a matter of fact that
my analysis fails to do justice to the richness of eco-centric perspectives in environmental
ethics and in non-Western philosophies. The further inclusion of these perspectives would
very much be a welcome contribution to climate adaptation ethics.

In her book Staying with the Trouble [30], Haraway argues that we should no longer
start from the premise of humans as exceptional beings, but should instead emphasize the
kinship between ourselves and our living environment. She states that living beings do
not just do things on their own, but always respond to the actions of other living beings.
According to Haraway, living organisms are ‘response-able’: they are creatures that have
relationships “crafted in intra-action through which entities, subjects and objects, come
into being” [31]. With the activities of all these response-able creatures, a web of coherent
relationships is created, in which we humans are only a part. Haraway argues that nature
teaches us that as rooted individuals we must take more care of our relationships. Our
behaviour within and toward nature should be based on the realization that every action
someone undertakes is a response to nature’s activities, while this action will also evoke
responses by nature.

Bruno Latour is one of the originators of actor network theory (ANT) [28]. In this
approach, agency is not only reserved for people, but also for artefacts. Latour looks at
things and considers these not as neutral objects, but as actors in a network in which
people and things determine each other’s actions. While having started with the actions
of technologies, the climate crisis showed Latour that nature can be seen as an actor.
Further, ‘Gaia’, Latour’s name for everything that lives within the narrow biosphere that
encompasses the Earth, can be seen as a network of interdependent actors [32]. The climate
problem can be seen as the way Gaia reacts to our industrialized activities [33]. A reaction
that creates a new reality, to which we as humans have to respond again. Seeing her as an
actor implies that we also have to give Gaia the opportunity to account for herself: to speak
out, so to say. This is where, according to Latour, the anthropocentric viewpoint causes
problems. This viewpoint presents an objectified account of nature, for instance by turning
Gaia, with all of her facets, into a singular entity such as the ‘ecosystem’. Such a systemic
representation makes it impossible to understand the heterogeneity in which nature reacts
to human activities. In other words, we cannot understand what nature is ‘saying’ if it is
seen as an entity that obeys mechanistic laws. As stated above, climate adaptation measures
typically maintain such a systemic account of nature, so that its voice is disabled right from
the very start. This needs to be overcome, according to Latour, by giving a political voice to
everything that is not yet represented in political and institutional fora: technologies and
also manifestations of Gaia, such as water, soil, forests and air.

Haraway and Latour emphasize the embeddedness of human life within nature in
which actions and responses are intrinsically interconnected. From this starting point, it
becomes possible to derive a fundamental critique of modernist ethics, which reproduces
the idea that humans are rational and intentional beings—separated from nature.

The presumed human uniqueness evolves from the identification of humans as inten-
tional and rational beings: they are believed to have the ability to choose between different
courses of action after having considered the consequences of these courses of actions.
However, humans do not ‘choose’; they respond in symbiotic relationships with other living
beings. In other words, the conceptions of agency and personhood that underlie modern
ethics are based on a faulty reading of human nature.

Another point of critique can be articulated in terms of the divide between ‘is’ and
‘ought’. In conventional analytical ethics, the validity of moral claims depends on the extent
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that contingency can be removed. By analytically dissecting arguments and claims, an
‘ought’ that is independent from an ‘is’ is believed to remain, as this process eliminates the
occurrence of the ‘naturalistic fallacy’ in which an ‘ought’ is derived from an ‘is’ [15,34].

Haraway and Latour see no problem in crossing the divide between ‘is’ and ‘ought’.
In fact, they appear to reverse the drift of the original naturalistic fallacy: ethicist tend to
derive description of what ‘is’ from their assumption of what ‘ought’ to be. By postulating
that humans are exceptional because of their intentionality and rationality, ethicists have
become blind to the moral role of nature. As such, ethicists appeared to have maintained
the opposite of the ‘naturalistic fallacy’, something that could be called the ‘idealistic
fallacy’—which, tellingly, appears to be a notion that hitherto no one has ever thought of.

3. The Good Life

Haraway and Latour teach us that humans are intrinsically connected to the biosphere,
which compels us to reconsider the anthropocentrism of conventional ethics. Though this
is a legitimate starting point, especially given all of the ecological disasters that we are
currently facing, it may also overlook ethical perspectives that very much align with their
approach. Part of the appeal of Haraway and Latour lies in their provocative style, however,
this style sometimes leaves the impression that they insinuate that all modern thinkers
entertain the same understanding of human agency and personhood [35,36]—jettisoning
the learnings of modern philosophy that are useful also for an eco-centric ethics.

Here I will outline an alternative take on ethics that might be suitable for dealing with
ecological threats such as climate change. I derive the name of this alternative approach
from Aristotle’s notion of the ‘good life’, emphasizing the need to include the full range
of life, viz. the whole the biosphere, in ethical considerations. Granted, this contradicts
Aristotle, as he based the ‘good life’ precisely on the distinction between humans and
nature that has been reproduced in modern ethics: to him, what defines humans (or at
least citizens) is their capability to choose, while animals are destined to act on instinct [37].
What I will use from Aristotelian ethics is what he considered to be the goal of a political
community, which is that it should allow its members to cultivate their virtues in the best
possible way.

Before the biosphere can become integrated into our account of the good life, the
Aristotelian ideas also need to be modified to fit modernity. After all, for Aristotle the
political community was the aristocratic city state, in which membership was restricted to a
limited number of citizens. The states that emerged after the Enlightenment period can be
characterized as complex societies in which equality is pursued [38,39]. As such, I propose
that the good life in modernity revolves around the organization of society by establishing
and maintaining the institutions that allow us to make the best moral judgments [40].
These judgments not only pertain to our private decisions, but also to the organization
of society by collective processes of deliberation. In other words, there is an ongoing
dialectical relation between setting up the right institutions by collective deliberation and
the nurturing of the capacity to deliberate by setting up the right institutions.

In the modern pursuit of the good life, the primary role of ethics is to provide the
starting points that allow the establishment of institutions. It is important to emphasize
that these starting points are not fully developed, but function as ‘moral hypotheses’ which
are further substantiated in the continuing evolution of institutions. During this evolution,
ethics can help out in the further articulation of these starting points, so to feed into the
deliberative processes that address the (re-)design of institutions. This means that the role
of ethics is not to uncover moral truths, but to forward and fine-tune moral hypotheses in
their reciprocal relation with institutions. As such, ethics has a constructive and active role
in the ongoing project of the good life, instead of merely providing evaluative yardsticks.

In this, institutions can be taken very broadly, the notion includes judicial laws,
cultural norms, state policies, and governance structures, but also technological artefacts
and infrastructures. All these can be seen as rules in themselves or as structures that
forward rules that guide human behaviour, so that societal order can be created [41–43].
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To grasp the account of the good life developed here, it makes sense to start with the
moral hypotheses articulated by Immanuel Kant, because these may be the most decisive
contributions to the design of institutions by specifying a distinct moral understanding of
humans. Kant postulated individuals as intrinsically autonomous and rational: they are
capable of making decisions after thinking about the options and possible consequences [44].
Humans can separate themselves from their immediate position and reflect on their actions,
so to determine the morally best option, and they can give reasons to others to explain why
they have opted for a specific decision. With that, individuals can be held accountable for
their decisions. As Kant saw autonomy and rationality as defining traits of humans, his
philosophy is also radically egalitarian: all individuals are to be taken as autonomous and
rational, and as such each deserves to be dignified as an individual human.

This clearly anthropocentric position explains why Kant is often seen as hostile to
environmental concerns [45]. However, it seems sensible to see Kant’s description of
autonomy and rationality not as outcomes, but as ethical starting points that demand
continuous reassessment [40,46]. We have to ask ourselves can we make institutions based
on autonomy and rationality? And if so, how can we make them work? In other words,
autonomy and rationality are neither ‘ought’s’ nor ‘is’s’, instead they are counterfactuals
revolving around this question: assume that if they were true, what would that mean for
the design of institutions? If institutions are designed to cater to these counterfactuals, the
moral potential of humans can be effectuated in real life.

Kant’s ethical starting points form the basis of Enlightenment institutions such as the
legal system, parliamentary democracy, modern science, and the free market. All of these
institutions are based on the relation between individuals that can be held responsible
for the actions and decisions they have made [47,48]. In this, it is illustrative to have a
closer look at the legal system [49], which I think is representative of the way that modern
institutions function in many accounts. Admittedly ignoring the variety of jurisdictions and
legal traditions, courts in Western democracies can be characterized as follows: they are
institutions in which individuals that have transgressed existing laws are asked to explain
how they have come to these transgressions. The ideal is that if these explanations show that
the person who is on trial could not have chosen otherwise, she will be acquitted—though
this ideal often cannot be met because of practical and theoretical complexities [50,51]. In
other words, the presence of a court of law allows individuals to be held responsible for
their actions, thereby informing these individuals what actually counts as good behaviour
and good reasons [52]. What is also emblematic is that legal systems in Western democracies
are very much based on ongoing jurisprudence. Over time judges have constantly adjusted
their assessments because of changed moral and empirical insights about what is to be
seen as an ‘individual person’, an ‘intention’, or a ‘good reason’ [53,54]. Indeed, ethical
starting points have changed over time, think, for instance, how until the eighteenth century
animals had been put on trial, or how progress in criminology and psychology have led to
revised accounts of personhood and agency. We can see similar kinds of progress in other
domains, for instance, consider universal suffrage, which has been the result of the efforts
of a variety of emancipatory movements. In fact, in Kant’s time it would be normal to see
only men from a certain class and race as autonomous and rational individuals; today this
would be an absurdity. Clearly the egalitarian principle that Kant articulated has been
subject to revision, the conviction that ‘all men are equal’ still holds, but who are to be
included as ‘men’ and what ‘equality’ means have radically changed.

I do not want to suggest that the moral project of the good life can be seen as a
homogeneous development, in which Kant’s ideas are gradually given a more defined
shape. There are many institutions which may bring forward contrastive conceptions of
personhood and agency. There is a heterogeneity of sets of values that are often conflicting.
There is no clear direction, but an ongoing process of contestation and resolution in which
new conceptions of moral principles are temporarily articulated [4].
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4. Revising Personhood and Agency

Climate change figures as a fundamental call to revise our institutions and our concep-
tions of personhood and agency. Instead of being separated from the biosphere, humans
are intrinsically part of it. The need to revise institutions is especially pressing because our
current institutions do not fit the temporal, spatial, and cognitive scale that a problem like
climate change demands. Moreover, from the take on the good life developed here, we
can see climate adaptation not as a technical or a policy matter, but as a demand to adapt
dominant conceptions of what personhood and agency mean.

I think that insights by Haraway and Latour are helpful for this, but in their vigour to
debunk the achievements of modernity, they are unable to align their work with the ethical
starting points of autonomy and rationality. However, as said above, the intentionality of
an individual can best be seen as a counterfactual assumption: it is an assumption that
makes it possible to hold each other accountable for our decisions afterwards. Then we
are forced to give good reasons that could have counted as intentions had we been wholly
intentional beings.

The importance of this reading becomes clear if we look at the related problem of
‘rationality’. Here, Haraway or Latour seem to identify ‘rationality’ with ‘instrumental
rationality’, which involves finding the right means for particular ends. It is a form of
rationality that we see in the technocratization and bureaucratization of daily life. This
suggests that meanings are imposed upon our actions from an objectified way of thinking;
where it concerns our interactions with nature, nature becomes a means to achieve a specific
goal, for example by supplying the raw materials for products. This instrumental view
aligns with a mechanistic representation of nature, in which nature is seen as a system that
consists of analytically distinct blocks that influence each other according to the laws of
nature. Haraway and Latour have great difficulty with this mechanistic view because it
offers no possibility to let nature itself answer [30,32]. Certainly if nature is seen primarily
as an instrumental resource, we are asking for problems.

Though instrumental rationality is the dominant way of conceiving rationality, it is
by no means necessary to restrict rationality to instrumental rationality. If we look at
Max Weber’s idea of rationality, it is not just about instrumental objectification, but also
about making rules, values, goals, and means explicit, so that motivations and actions
can be accounted for transparently [55]. In other words, rationality refers to the ability to
put thought into words and to let those words be part of a dialogue. This creates a form of
rationality that Jürgen Habermas has called ‘communicative’, and that coexists with instru-
mental rationality [56]. The status of communicative rationality is often not acknowledged,
nevertheless it has been vital to the way in which modern institutions and democratic
politics are organized [57].

Habermas’s idea of communicative rationality is fully intertwined with the idea of
counterfactual intentionality. It forces a person to make her motivations explicit, so that
these can be discussed and a collective judgment can be formed: what is considered to
be a good reason is established within a certain institutional context. The importance is
that with the possibility of confronting someone afterwards about their choices, ethical
frameworks have been developed that are based on the primacy of the individual. As such,
this version of rationality is closely aligned with Kant’s counterfactual starting points of
autonomy and intentionality.

In communicative rationality, language is decisive. Language provides us with the
ability to articulate our motives, to communicate with each other, to give and share mean-
ings, and to introduce and preserve new concepts. It could also be said that our ethical [58]
and political systems are language-centric rather than anthropocentric. What singles out
humans is their capacity for speech, which according to Hannah Arendt [59] is the ultimate
foundation for political ‘action’—that is the deliberative processes that are associated with
the pursuit of the good life, which according to Arendt are the normative ideal of any
democracy. This means that while we constitute networks with everything that lives in and
around us, as Haraway states, humans are still the only parts that are able to speak out,
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while beings and things do not have this ability—at least not to the extent that humans
have [60].

This does not necessarily bring about a fundamental problem. This becomes clear
if one considers the fact that there are also many humans that do not have a voice while
being affected by our current actions, future generations being the most striking example.
Democratic institutions are based on representativeness, only those agents that can actively
express their needs or wants are taken into consideration. Only if groups of people organize
themselves to represent non-vocal or not-yet-vocal beings can the concerns of these beings
be taken into consideration. However, in other ways humans are often not able to express
themselves on matters that concern them. The way that democratic decision-making
processes are organized mostly allows access by those actors who have the resources to
speak, while many groups remain marginalized [61]. Another problem arises from the
dominant role of instrumental rationality described above, in which reality is described in
an objectified and mechanized way, which most basically means that what counts as good
reasons becomes fixated from an externalized point of view. If such a description is taken as
accurate, people have no chance to form their own meanings and they cannot amend what
counts as good reasons. This also sets aside the possible plurality of cultures, perspectives,
and principles for a singular system of meaning, while communicative rationality is about
the development of a dialogical format that allows the confrontation of world views that
are made explicit and justified.

Illustrative here is the institutional domain of the free market, as this domain displays
many of the pathologies that are of concern here. The free market can be seen as one of the
key institutional domains in modernity that secures the autonomy of individuals, and in
doing so allows for general economic prosperity. In an idealized world, the competitive
market produces a deeply egalitarian system, granting individuals equal rights and op-
portunities. However, over time the conception of ‘individuals’ has changed into ‘legal
persons’, including not only humans, but also organizations, such as firms [62]. This implies
that currently the free market assumes a level playing field between individual persons,
such as consumers or labourers, and firms, such as multinationals. Though these firms do
not have the power of speech, they have more than enough other powers to compensate
for that deficiency.

The legitimization of this broad conception of personhood follows from the promise
of general prosperity and economic growth. Indeed, the free market has provided an
extremely high level of affluence, but it has also contributed to economic inequality and the
profound disruption of ecosystems as nature is converted into economic resources. The
development of technology along the lines of instrumental rationality, as discussed above,
follows this disruptive logic of the free market [63]. Indeed, it can be said that the market
has taken away the voices of many humans and leaves no room for nature to express its
wants and needs in any way whatsoever.

While granting firms personhood can be said to have led to devastating effects, it also
shows that non-human entities indeed can be taken into consideration as persons—a point
that has been advocated, for instance, by Christopher Stone [64], who rhetorically asked
Should trees have standing? [65,66]. In all, much more reflexivity and flexibility can be utilized
than is usually assumed. The approach of the good life does not oppose articulations of
personhood and agency that give a voice to nature.

5. Conclusions: Rethinking Climate Adaptation

Glenn Albrecht writes that: “democracy is, by definition, anthropocentric, and capable
only of partial answers to human-biased questions concerning the body politic. That
Human bias is now revealed as its greatest weakness as the multiple crises enveloping the
planet require global answers that must incorporate non-human life in all of its forms” [26].
This paper has tried to address this challenge by exploring how climate adaptation demands
not only the restructuring of physical infrastructures, but also the adaptation of existing
ethical and institutional frameworks. In this, humans and non-humans have to be given a
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language so they can manifest their counterfactual agency and personhood through the
appropriate institutions. This allows the maintenance of the achievements of modern ethics
while addressing the eco-centric challenge. Indeed, such an approach seems completely
in line with Latour’s views, despite all of his harsh criticism of modern thinking. Most
basically, Latour argues for participation through a fairly traditional way of parliamentary
or institutional representation, in which voters speak for beings, things and voiceless people.
In doing so, he trusts that a multitude of representative voices creates an effective barrier
against the objectifying tendencies of instrumental rationality. A plurality of voices ensures
that the actions and responses of non-linguistic beings also find a place in political and
moral discussions. At the same time, it is questionable whether we can give nature a voice
without having scientific, that is objectified, descriptions of nature [26]. One cannot but
acknowledge this tension.

Another tension is that between ‘invited’ and ‘uninvited’ participation [67,68]. In
democratic decision-making processes, citizens do not speak out only within the setting of
existing procedures, but also (and even more so) in public discourse that is fundamentally
disorganized [69]. Concerns, values, and preferences often become articulated outside of
existing institutional frameworks as a response to those concerns, values, and preferences
that have already been institutionalized [70,71]. In fact, it is one of the key characteristics of
liberal democracy that civil society is authoritative for formal institutions [72]. How to give
such authority to non-discursive beings is an open question; perhaps Haraway’s emphasis
on care will help out here, if we realize and experience that we are fully embedded in
nature, we will adjust our norms, values, and orientations. These tensions need to be
acknowledged and addressed in order to pursue the good life. Our prevailing ethical
starting points need to be revisited, so to improve the quality of life—with life taken as
broadly as possible.
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